The diagnosis of osteoporosis and the prevention of femur fractures is a major challenge for our society. However, the diagnosis performed in clinical routine from Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DXA) images is limited. This paper proposes a 3D reconstruction method of both the shape and the Bone Mineral Density (BMD) distribution of the proximal femur from routinely used DXA images. The reconstruction accuracy that can be obtained from single-view and multi-view DXA devices was assessed. This evaluation, from 20 bone specimens and simulated DXA images, highlighted a mean shape accuracy of 1.3mm and a BMD accuracy of 4.4% from a single-view DXA image. A multi-view configuration with 2 views (frontal-sagittal) appeared as a good compromise (mean shape accuracy of 0.9mm and BMD accuracy of 3.2%). We are currently using this method for in vivo clinical studies in order to improve the diagnosis of osteoporosis and the prevention of femur fractures.
INTRODUCTION
Femur fracture due to osteoporosis affects about 18% of women over 50 years old and accounts for significant morbidity, disability, decreased quality of life, mortality and high economic cost for society [1] . Due to the increasing life expectancy, the World Health Organization (WHO) estimated that the number of osteoporotic femur fractures in the world will increase up to 40% by 2025 [1] . The diagnosis of osteoporosis and the prevention of the femur fracture is thus a major challenge for our society.
In clinical routine, osteoporosis diagnosis is performed using Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DXA) [2] . From twodimensional (2D) DXA images, the areal Bone Mineral Density (aBMD, the average BMD measured in the DXA image in a given region) is computed. Following the WHO recommendations [1] , the aBMD value is then used in clinical routine to provide a diagnosis of osteoporosis.
However, the 2D measurement of this "projected density" is not accurate enough for a profound analysis of the bone quality. A more sensitive analysis, taking into account both the threedimensional (3D) geometry of the femur and the 3D distribution of the BMD is expected to provide a better assessment of osteoporosis.
Such an analysis can be obtained by Quantitative Computed Tomography (QCT). A calibration phantom used during the CTscan acquisition, allows the conversion of the Hounsfield Units in the CT images, to density values, leading to "quantitative" images of bone density. This 3D analysis leads to an accurate prediction of the mechanical resistance of the femur bone [3] and consequently to a better characterisation of the local bone quality and the fracture risk [4] . However, QCT is associated with important financial costs and high radiation doses for the patient. Consequently, this medical imaging device is not used in clinical routine for osteoporosis follow-up [5] .
Therefore methods were proposed to perform a 3D analysis from routinely used DXA images.
3D reconstruction methods from single-view DXA (one frontal view) have not been investigated much. To our knowledge, only Langton et al. [6] proposed a 3D reconstruction method from a single DXA image. This method is however limited to the 3D reconstruction of the shape and, consequently, does not provide a 3D analysis of the BMD distribution.
To overcome these limitations, we recently proposed a 3D reconstruction method based on a statistical atlas incorporating both the femoral shape and the 3D BMD distribution [7] . This atlas was used to acquire a 3D reconstruction from a single DXA image.
On the other hand, DXA commercial systems with a C-arm (such as Hologic Discovery QRD series, Hologic Inc, Bedford, MA, USA) are appearing in the market. Such systems allow the acquisition of several DXA images with various view angles. In this context, research teams proposed 3D reconstruction methods of the femur bone from two orthogonal DXA images [8] or from a set of four DXA images [9] . These methods, however, do not provide a subject-specific 3D reconstruction of the BMD distribution. In addition, the best configuration, in terms of the number of views and the view angles that should be used, is still an issue under de-bate. Consequently, the added-value of multiple views in comparison to a single view has not been established yet.
To shed some light into this issue, we present in this paper an extension of our recent developments [7] to the 3D reconstruction of both femur shape and BMD distribution from single-view or multi-view DXA images. Several configurations, from one to four DXA images and with different view angles, were investigated to evaluate the impact on the 3D reconstruction accuracy.
METHOD

Shape and density statistical model
As described in our recent research work [7] , a statistical model, incorporating both the statistical variations in terms of femoral shape and 3D BMD distribution, was used. This model follows the principles of Active Appearance Models [10] and was automatically constructed from a dataset of QCT scans of femurs. The main steps involved in the construction of this atlas are summarized below.
The model requires a database of QCT acquisitions of proximal femurs. First of all, a reference QCT volume is chosen among all the acquisitions. The femoral shape of this reference volume was segmented using ITK-SNAP [11] . This software provides a semi-automated segmentation algorithm, whose result can eventually be refined by the operator. All volumes are subsequently registered to this reference volume by means of an affine transformation followed by a multi scale B-spline registration whereby the displacement of the control points is constrained to guarantee a diffeomorphic deformation field [12] . For each volume both the affine and non-rigid transformations are applied to the segmented surface mesh of the reference volume, resulting in a surface mesh of the bone for each subject. Generalized Procrustes Analysis aligns the surface meshes and statistical model of the shape is finally obtained by applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to the vertices of the surface meshes [13] .
Subsequently, to capture only the BMD variations irrespective of shape variations, the previously acquired segmentations are used to deform each volume to the same mean reference shape using Thin Plate Spline interpolation [14] . PCA is then applied to the bone density volumes resulting in a BMD distribution model of femur.
To sum up, the statistical model is thus described by a set of parameters defining the shape and a set of parameters characterizing the BMD distribution ( Figure 1 ).
3D reconstruction method from DXA images
Our recent work [7] allows us to acquire a 3D reconstruction (shape and BMD distribution), using the atlas described above, from a single-view DXA image. In this paper, we extend this method to the context of multi-view DXA images. The 3D reconstruction is achieved by searching the parameter space of the statistical models (together with a translation, rotation and uniform scaling) that maximizes the similarity between the DXA images and the Digitally Reconstructed Radiographs (DRRs) generated from the model. Similar to [10] , the deformation of the shape model needs to be applied to the BMD distribution model inside the shape. This was achieved by applying a Thin Plate Spline transformation defined by the deformation of the shape. The similarity criterion to be optimized is the average of the mean absolute error obtained between each pair of DXA image and DRR (Figure 2 ). 
METHOD EVALUATION
A database of 64 specimens of human proximal femurs (all female, with a mean age of 80 ± 10 years) was collected for a previous study [15] from the institute of Anatomy at the Ludwig Maximilians University Munich (Germany). All these bones were scanned using a 16-row MSCT scanner (Sensation 16; Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). All the CT-scans were resampled from a spatial resolution of 0.195*0.195*0.5mm 3 to a spatial resolution of 0.5*0.5*0.5mm 3 and calibrated using a phantom to obtain a QCT analysis. This database was divided into a first database of 44 samples (mean age: 80 ± 10 years) for the construction of the statistical atlas (see section 2.1) and a second database of 20 samples (mean age: 81 ± 10 years) for the evaluation of the 3D reconstruction method (see section 2.2). Among these 20 samples, 10 were defined as osteoporotic and 10 as non-osteoporotic based on the WHO criteria [1] (aBMD measurements had been performed from frontal DXA images of the specimens, however, these DXA images have not been stored).
Since the DXA image acquisitions of these specimens were not available, simulated DXA images were generated from the QCT volumes using a ray-casting technique (resolution of 0.3*0.3mm 2 ). This technique allowed the generation of realistic DXA images corresponding to true DXA images [16] . This allowed us to easily investigate five different configurations, in terms of the number of simulated DXA images and view angles (enumerated in Table 1) .
For each configuration, the 3D reconstructions obtained from a single or multi-view simulated DXA images were compared with the QCT volumes, which were regarded as the "ground truth". To evaluate the shape accuracy, each of the 20 QCT volumes was semi-automatically segmented using ITK-SNAP [11] (as done for the reference shape built in section 2.1). The shapes obtained from the 3D reconstruction method were subsequently superimposed (Iterative Closest Point method [17] ) onto their corresponding segmentation and the point-to-surface distances were computed. In order to estimate the accuracy of the BMD distribution, the reconstructed volume was aligned to the ground truth CT volume using the transformation resulting from the previous Iterative Closest Point registration and the BMD differences were estimated at each voxel.
RESULTS
The mean shape accuracy, in comparison with the "ground truth" QCT segmentations, was 1.3mm from one view and between 0.8mm and 0.9mm from 2, 3 or 4 views ( Table 1) . Error maps showing the distribution of the mean shape differences are provided in Figure 3 .
The average BMD distribution accuracy, resulting from the voxel by voxel comparison between the reconstructions and the "ground truth" QCT volumes was 81mg/cm 3 from one view and between 53 and 60mg/cm 3 from 2, 3 or 4 views ( Table 1 ). In comparison to the mean range of values in terms of density observed in the QCT volumes (1856mg/cm 3 ), this mean difference represents errors of 4.4% (one view) and between 2.9 and 3.2% (2, 3 or 4 views).
DISCUSSION
This study aimed at proposing a 3D reconstruction method of both femur shape and BMD distribution from DXA images. Several studies were performed to recover the femoral shape from DXA images [6, 8, 9] . To our knowledge, the method presented in this paper is the first one that allows a 3D reconstruction of the BMD distribution, and evaluates the accuracy of the method. In this context, several configurations (single and multi-view DXA images) were investigated.
From only one frontal view, the 3D reconstructions were found quite accurate for both the shape (mean error: 1.3mm) and the BMD distribution (mean error: 4.4%) ( Table 1 ). The comparison between the frontal DXA image and the DRR (Figure 4 , "1 view") highlighted that the projection of the BMD distribution in the 3D reconstruction is consistent in comparison to the DXA image.
Regarding the multi-view configurations, the addition of the second view (sagittal) resulted in a gain of accuracy for both the shape (mean error: 0.9mm) and the BMD distribution (mean error: 3.2%) ( Table 1 and Figure 3 ). This shape accuracy is similar to the one evaluated in [8] (mean shape accuracy of 0.8mm using a 3D reconstruction method from two DXA images; frontal and sagittal). However, this method, limited to the shape reconstruction, required an operator time of 10 minutes, dedicated to manual adjustments of the model [8] . In comparison, our method is fully automated and non-supervised. The addition of other views (3 or 4 view configurations) brings a slight gain in terms of accuracy. Figure 4 highlights the consistency between the projections of the BMD distribution and the DXA images (configuration "3 views.2"). Note that the two configuration "3 views.1" and "3 views.2" were equivalent in terms of accuracy. (Table 1) .
By relying on the interesting results that we obtained in this in vitro context, this approach is currently evaluated for in vivo clinical applications. Although the evaluation presented in this paper was performed from simulated DXA images, the simulation technique used has been shown to produce realistic simulated DXA images from QCT [16] . Consequently, to apply this method to "true" DXA images is not a major issue. However, with clinical DXA images of patients, we need to deal with the superimposition of other bony structures such as the pelvis. A preliminary evaluation performed from DXA images of patients have recently confirmed that this method provides accurate 3D reconstructions, even in this in vivo clinical context.
CONCLUSION
The method proposed in this paper allows the 3D reconstruction of the proximal femur from DXA images with a satisfactory accuracy in terms of shape and BMD distribution. From one DXA image, this method is compatible with the current clinical practice, since most of the clinical sites are equipped with single-view DXA imaging devices. For the multi-view DXA medical systems equipped with a C-arm, that are appearing in clinics, the configuration "2 views" (frontal and sagittal) yield the best compromise. This better characterization of the femoral bone, from clinical routine imaging devices, is expected to provide a better diagnosis of osteoporosis and, consequently, a better prevention of femur fractures. We are currently investigating the potential of this method for such in vivo clinical applications.
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